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From Bulbapedia, the community-driven Pokémon encyclopedia. Zigagoon is a regular Pokémon introduced to Generation IIIザ. It evolves into Linone starting from level 20. In Galar, Zigzagoon has a local dark/normal type. It evolves into Galariani Linoni starting from level 20, which evolves into Obstagoon when flattened at night starting from level 35.
Biology Zigzagon is a raccoon-like, tetrapod Pokémon with bristles, zigzag-patterned fur. It has stripes formed by alternating layers of cream and brown fur. He's got a brown head with sharp ears and a black nose. A black, mask pattern surrounds his brown eyes. The upper half of his mouth is serrated, and when it's open, there are two pointy teeth in his
lower jaw. His legs have three claws and pink leg pads. Its ancestor is cream-colored, but the hind legs are brown. The tail of his brush is sharp and bristly. In Galar, the oldest and original form of Zigagoon has more black and white fur. Red eyes are surrounded by a black mask with nails. The black legs contain three sharp white nails. He has a long pink
tongue that constantly hangs out of his mouth with two lower teeth in between. Zigzagoon is abundantly curious as he wanders restlessly back and forth while rubbing his nose on the ground in search of something. He always moves with zigzags. He rubs his hair behind trees to mark his territory, and plays dead to fool opponents into battle. The Zigagoons
found outside Galar are friender and calmer than their Galarian relatives. Zigzagoon is able to find items on grass or soil, including items lost. It is usually found in grassy fields. The Zigzagon in Galario is known to be constantly on the move and never installed. It is believed that Zigagoon's zigzag movements from other areas came from Galar's relatives.
They enjoy battling to the point that they often try to challenge others to fight. While this succeeded with other Pokémon, people instead confused it for wanting affection, largely to the frustrations of Zigagoon. [1] In the anime In the main series Major appearances in The Knifer of Time, Nicholai tried to catch a Zigzagoon. It was finally successful after meeting
several. In Zig Zag Zhanguze!, it was used in a battle against Ash and his Pokémon. In The Blue Badge of Courage, Gym Badge thieves used a Zigzag and a Poochyena to fight Misty's Psyduck and Sakura's Espeon, but both were defeated. In Candid Camerupt!, Victor's Zigzagon He fought Brock's Mudkip and managed to beat it using the Thunder. In a
flashback to A Trip Down Memory Train!, a fierce Bunnelby became friends with a Zigagoon. In Goodbye, Friend!, two Zigzags tried to steal Ash's backpack, only to be cleared by Go's Rabot. Raboot later visited them and their Lombre give them some apples, after which they became friends Raboot. Small appearances In Johto Photo Finish, Harrison's
description of the Hoenn area featured a Zigagoon. A Zigagoon appeared in a queue with a twist. A Zigagoon appeared on You Said a Mouthful! A Zigzag appeared in One Bite to remember. A Zigagoon appeared in a Meditite battle!. The Zigzag of a moderator appeared in Now This is the Power of Flowers!. Multiple Zigagoons appeared in Destiny Deoxys.
A Zigagoon appeared in a fear to remember!. In Beg, Burrow and Steal, a Zigagoon lived in an underground paradise. A Moderator's Zigzagon appeared on Mean With Envy. Zigzagoon moderator appeared in Hi Ho Silver Wind!. In Off the Unbeaten Path, an Instructor's Zig Zaggoon participated in the Pokémon Orienteering competition. A Zigagoon
appeared in Pokémon Ranger - Deoxys' Crisis! (Part 2). A Zigagoon appeared in After a Virgin's Journey!. A Zigagoon appeared in Drifloon On the Wind!. In Buizel your way out of it!, a Buizel hit Zig Zagagon fisherman. In a large Happiny! family, Jessie's fantasy featured a Zigagoon. In Zoorark: Master of Illusions, many Zigagoon lived in Crown City. Two
Zigzags teamed up with many other Pokémon in nearby Zorua in the park in order to attack him in retaliation for what Zoroark did in the city. Before a fight broke out, the Zig Zagagons, along with the other Pokémon, were calmed by Celebi. A Zigagoon appeared in Good, Where Dreams and Adventures Begin!. A Zigzag appeared in Lumiose City Pursuit!,
Mega-Mega Meowth Madness!, Day Three Blockbusters!, and is battling with a clean slate!? and in flashbacks to Garchomp's Mega Evolution Special and Mega Bond! In Professor Sikamore's lab. A Zigagoon appeared in a battle of air mobility!. A Zigagoon appeared in Awakening the Sleeping Giant. A Zigzag appeared in a flashback or fantasy in The
Forest Champion!. In Diiancie and the Cocoon of Destruction, a Zigzag lived in the Allearth Forest. In Pikachu and the Pokémon Music Group, a Zigagoon lived in the woods. A Zigagoon appeared in Mega Evolution Special IV. A Zigagoon appeared in a Giga battle with mega results!. A Zigagoon appeared at a critical moment! in a flashback. Zigzagoon
trainer appeared on Unlock Some Respect!. In Seeing the Forest for the Trees!, a Zigagoon, Scatterbug, Oddish, Budew, and Sentret were introduced to a cave to join Ash in winding woods. In Volcanion and the Mechanical Miracle, two Zigzags lived on the Nebel Plateau. At JN047, a trainer's Zig Zaggoon participated in the Pokémon Food Competition.
Pokédex Episode Pokémon Source Entry AG005 Sapphire Zig Ash pokédex Zigagoon, the TinyRaccoon Pokémon. Zigzagoon is extremely curious and so ends up walking on a zigzag path among the things that interest him. At Pokémon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire Sapphire Zigzagoon trailer in the animated trailer In Pokémon Omega Ruby and
Pokémon Alpha Sapphire Animated Trailer, Zigzagon a young man fought Brendan's Trerecgo. In Pokémon: Twilight Wings In Training, two Galariano Zigagoon were in the Wild. Galrian Zigagoon of An Instructor appeared in Buddy. At the Zigzagoon manga at Pokémon Adventures Galarian Zigzagoon in Pokémon Adventures In the film adaptations Of
Diancie's Manga adaptation and the Cocoon of Destruction, a Zigzag lived in the Allearth Forest. In the manga adaptation of Volcanion and the Mechanical Miracle, a Zigagoon lived on the Nebel plateau. In Pocket Monsters manga Two Zigagoon appeared in JNM07. At manga Pokémon Adventures At the end of The Last Battle XIV, a Zigzag was examined
by Professor Elm. A fierce Zigagoon appeared in Making Mirth with Mightyena. Zigzagon of a trainer appeared in connecting past Electrike I. In Dare, Avalia... Knock Chic off my shoulder, Sapphire healed a young trainer's sick Ziggagoon, which caught Winona's attention. A trainer's Zigzagon appeared in A Royal Rumble with Regirock, Regice and
Registereel I. A Galarian Zigagoon first appeared in PASS01. At Pokémon Ruby-Sapphire manga In Let's Go Catch The Dumpling Thief!!, Clefairy of Red was accused of stealing pasta from a shrine. Eventually, it was revealed that Zigagoon was eating them. In the TCG Main article: Zigzagoon (TCG) Data Games NPC views Pokémon Pinball: Ruby &amp;
Sapphire: Zigzagoon sits to the left of Sapphire Field and will change his position when the ball hits the button in front of him. When The Zigzagoon is positioned to swoop in, it will immediately stop the slot machine when the A button is pressed, allowing the player to select the prize. Pokémon Emerald: At the beginning of the game, a fierce zigzag attacks
Professor Birch. The player must use his Pokémon starter to beat it. Pokémon entries This Pokémon was not available before Generation III. Generation III Hoenn #012 Kanto #— Ruby Zigzagoon wanders restlessly everywhere at all times. This Pokémon does it because it's very strange. He's interested in everything he happens to see. Sapphire The hair
on Zigagoon's back is very hollow. He rubs hard back hair into the trees to leave his territorial marks. This Pokémon can play dead to fool enemies in battle. Emerald rubbing his nose against the ground, he always wanders back and forth in search of something. It's distinguished by the zigzag footprints it leaves. FireRed A Pokémon with plenty of curiosity.
He's interested in everything, so he's always zigzagging and zigzagging. LeafGreen Generation V Unova #— Black It walks in zigzag fashion. It's good at finding on the grass and even on the ground. White Black 2 Walks in a fashion zigzag. It's good at finding items on the grass and even on the ground. Ground. 2 Generation VI KalosCentral #012 Hoenn
#012 X Walks in zigzag fashion. It's good at finding objects on the grass and even on the ground. Y A Pokémon with plenty of curiosity. He's interested in everything, so he's always zigzagging. Omega Ruby Zigzagoon wanders restlessly everywhere at all times. This Pokémon does it because it's very strange. He's interested in everything he happens to see.
Alpha Sapphire The hair on Zigzagon's back is very hair. He rubs hard back hair into the trees to leave his territorial marks. This Pokémon can play dead to fool enemies in battle. Generation VIII Galar #031 GalarCrown Tundra #071 Sword Marks its territory by rubbing its intense fur on trees. This variety of Zigagoon is friendlier and calmer than the species
native to Galar. Zigagoon shield that was adapted to areas outside Galar acquired this appearance. If you've missed something, this Pokémon can probably find it. Galariano Zigzagon Sword His concern has it constantly running around. If you see another Pokémon, you will deliberately run into them in order to start a battle. Shield Is believed to be the oldest
form of Zigagoon, it moves in zigzags and wreaks havoc on its surroundings. Game sites This Pokémon was not available before Generation III. Generation III Ruby Sapphire Routes 101, 102, 103, 104, 110, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, and 123, Petalburg Woods Emerald Routes 101, 102, 103, 118, and 119 FireRed LeafGreen Coliseum XD In side
games In events In-game events Held statistical statistics Zigzagoon Galarian Zigzag Pok éathlon statistics Formula efficacy Zigzagoon Galarian Zigzagoon Learnset By leveling up Zig zagagon Galarian Zigagoon From TM/ TR Zigagoon Galarian Zigagoon By breeding Zigagoon Generation VIII Other generations: III - IV - V - VI - VII Movements marked with
an asterisk (*) must be chain bred in Zigagoon in generation VIII Movements marked with a double dagger (■) can only be bred by a Pokémon who learned the movement in a previous generation. Animations marked with an abbreviated exhibitor game can only be bred in Zigzagoon in this game. Bold shows a move that gets STAB when used by Zigzagoon
Playa shows a move that gets STAB only when used by an evolution of Zigagoon Click on the generation numbers at the top to see egg movements from other generations Galarian Zigzagoon Generation VIII Movements marked with an asterisk (*) must be chain bred in Zig zaggoon in generation VIII Movements marked with a double dagger (■) can only
be bred by a Pokémon who learned the movement in a Generation. Animations marked with an abbreviated exhibitor game can only be bred in Zigzagoon in this game. Bold shows a movement that takes STAB when used by Zigzagoon Playa shows a movement that takes STAB only when used by an evolution of Zigagoon by teaching Zigzagoon
Generation VIII Other generations: generations: Game Move Cat Type. P.P. Acc. PP This Pokémon does not learn moves by teaching. Bold shows a move that takes STAB when used by Zigzagoon Playa shows a move that gets STAB only when used by an evolution of Zigzagoon Click on the generation numbers at the top to see Move Tutor moves
from other generations Galarian Zigzagoon By transferring from another generation TCG-only moves Move Fury Swipes Zigzagoon Card (Ex Ruby &amp; Sapphire 79) Side game data Zigzagoon Galarian Zigzagoon Evolution Zigzagoon Unevolved Zigzagoon Normal Level 20→ First Evolution Linoone Normal Galariane Zigzagoon Sprites Trivia Origin
Although Zigzagoon's class indicates that it is based on a raccoon, it also shares several similarities with the Japanese raccoon dog (Nyctereutes procyones viverrinus), also known as the tanuki. Japanese folklore and legend claim that tanuki are tricksters, masters of disguise, and are able to shapeshifting, though also abstract and gullible. Tanukis are also
known for drumming in their bellies with their front legs similar to how Zigzagoon has been known to do. The shape and appearance of Zigzagon's body are also similar to some small breeds of dogs, such as Pekinese and Wheaten Terriers. By comparison, Galrian Zigagoon seems to rely more on badgers than on tanukis, as evidenced by its black and white
color. Zigzagoon's origin name can be a combination of zigzags (referring to the fur pattern and unusual habits) and raccoons. Jiguzaguma can be a combination of zigzag and W2o araiguma (raccoon) or ⽳ (badger). Guma as a adjective is often used for mammals that look like bears. In other languages Language Title Meaning JapaneseザザOguzaguma
By zigzag and ⽳ لW2,O ⽳  لanaguma French Zig-zagton From zigzag and raton Spanish Zig zaggoon Same as the English name German Zigzah from zig-zag- zags and Dachs Italian Zig zaggoon Same as the English name Korean구 jigujaeguri From zigzag and neo-lucky Cantonese Chinese Mandarin 蛇紋 / 蛇纹  لShéwénxióng Literally Snakepatterned bear, referring to the zigzag design in his fur resembling a snake wriggling More Hindi languages िज़गज़ागून Zigagoon Transcription of the English name Russian لиллагун Zigzagun Transcription of the English name Thai ﻟﻞ لซ  لJiguzaguma Transcription of the Japanese name Related Articles External links ← #262: Mightyena #264: Linoone → ↑
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